I.

INTRODUCTION
Image fusion is the process by which two or more images are combined into a single image retaining the important features from each of the original images. The fusion of images is often required for images acquired from different instrument modalities or capture techniques of the same scene or objects. Important applications of the fusion of images include medical imaging, microscopic imaging, remote sensing,computer vision,and robotics.
Most of fusion techniques are based on combining the multiscale decomposions(MSD) of the source images.MSD-based fusion schemes provide much better performance than the simple methods studied previously.Recently many new MSD transforms are introduced in image fusion (i.e., bandelet, curvelet, contourlet,etc.) [1] to overcome the limits of original discrete wavelet transform. Contourlet was recently pioneered by Do [2] . Compared with wavelet, it provides different and flexible number of directions at each scale and can capture the intrinsic geometrical structure. However, the original contourlet lacks shift-invariance and causes pseudo-Gibbs phenomenon around singularities. Nonsub-sampled contourlet transform (NSCT) [3] , as a fully shift-invariant form of contourlet, leads to better frequency selectivity and regularity. Brushlet [4] is new biorthogonal bases which are obtained by segmenting the fourier plane [5] [6] [7] .It can achieve precise representation of the image in terms of oriented textures with all possible directions, frequencies, and locations,but the original brushlet tranform also lacks shift-invariance [8] [9] and yields blocks artifical phenomenon .Here we adopt the overcomplete brushlet transform (OCBT) [10] as a remedy for the problem.
In this paper, we first project a novel scheme with joint NSCT and OCBT. The motivation of the proposed MSD transform not only can represent the geometrical features such as edges and textures more sparsely but also capture and preserve the anisotropic edges information and detail directions of images effectively. The proposed scheme decomposition coefficients can also highlight the energy features more effectively than other traditional MSD coefficients.In terms of these excellent properties,we apply it in fusing multifocus and medical images ,and employ an improved region energy features as the fused strategy. The fusion process is divided into several stages.In the first stage ,the source images are decomposed by NSCT, then we obtain the coefficient matrice of all directional subbands at each of high frequency levels. Here, each of coefficient matrice represents its directional information.Considering the source images may include lots of details, the coefficient matrice in the NSCT domain also embody complex directions and textures information [11] [12] . In order to highlight salient features of each directional subband,OCBT is employed to decompose all the directional subbands at each high frequency level in NSCT domain.Then the obtained coefficient matrice here can fully represent the feature information of all possible directions, frequencies, and locations. In the second stage, we select all the coefficient matrice and divide them into subregions with an uniform suitable size.Then the subregions which are located in the same location of the same directional subbands across all high frequency levels are picked out to calculate and aggregate their region energy values. In the last stage , a hybrid region and pixel energy values used as the match measure parameters are employed to obtain high-frequency and low-frequency fused coefficients respectively. Finally, the fused image is reconstructed by inverse OCBT and NSCT successively.
Experimental results show that the proposed algorithm outperforms the existing energy-based image fusion algorithms. (i.e., global energy merging-based fusion algorithm(GEB) [13] ,a regionbased multisolution image fusion algorithm(REMR) [14] and sum-modified-laplacian-based multifocus image fusion algorithm in cycle spinning sharp frequency localized contourlet transform domain (SML_SFLCT) [15] ). and also is visually superior to other mentioned methods.
II. PRINCIPLE OF NSCT AND OCBT
In the foremost contourlet transform, downsamplers and upsamplers are presented in both the laplacian pyramid (LP) [16] and the directional filter banks (DFB) [17] . Thus, it is not shiftinvariant, which causes pseudo-Gibbs phenomenon around singularities. NSCT is an improved form of contourlet transform.
In contrast with contourlet transform, nonsubsampled laplacian pyramid(NLP) [18] [19] [20] [21] structure and nonsubsampled directional filter banks (NDFB) [22] [23] are employed in NSCT. The NLP structure is achieved by using two-channel nonsubsampled 2D filter banks. The NDFB is achieved by switching off the downsamplers/upsamplers in each two-channel filter bank in the DFB tree structure and upsampling the filters accordingly. As a result, NSCT is shift-invariant and leads to better frequency selectivity and regularity than contourlet transform. figure.1 Then, to settle the second problem, a novel scheme with joint NSCT and OCBT is proposed .
First the source images are decomposed into different frequency subbands by the NLP, and then the high frequency subband is further decomposed into directional subbands by NDFB .Next , the OCBT is taken on each directional subband . The directional subbands in NSCT provide excellent directional details information of high frequency levels for source images. And overcomplete brushlet is a complex valued function with a phase.The phase of the 2D brushlet provides valuable information about the orientation. These properties make the brushlets suitable for texture and directional image analysis. Therefore,in the directional subbands at each high frequency level, the coefficient matrice which are achieved by combining these two multiresolution transforms can represent the geometrical features such as edges and texture more sparsely. In addition , NSCT and OCBT are both shift-invariant, when a local energy operator is provided as the fusion strategies to handle the coefficient matrice , it will not yield blocks artifical phenomenon and capture the region detail information accurately.
The proposed fusion algorithm can be divided into four different stages with reference to figure.4.
Stage I 1) Read the two source images A and B to be fused.
2) Make source images via NSCT and illustrate one of them,the mapping is assumed to be of the form:
where, subbands at all high-frequency levels is the same with each other, which is for preparation of combination of region-based energy values in the same directional subband across levels.
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where I, J are sizes of subregions.
2)Combine energy values of the subregions which are located in the same position of the same directional subbands at all high-frequency levels. the algorithm is caculated as follows:
Sum E p are from source image A and B respectively.By comparing these two energy values , a map matrix can be generated:
the map matrix size is decided by the number of subregions. and each element of matirx is a match measure parameter which represents which corresponding subregion of source images should be adopted in the fused image.
2)Considering that the detail complexity of source image ,which may yield some miscarriage of justice in some subregions if only use the region-based energy algorithm as the fuse approach, and therefore cause fuzzy details and contours appeared in the fused image. To slove these two problems, we project two effective rules to deal with the map matrix, which are stated as follows: from all the neighbors' around them. We regard this situation as a miscarriage of justice. the approach can slove the proplem. Equation (5) is a statement of the concrete rule.
Then, taking into account the contours and textures often appear at the staggered place of clear regions and fuzzy regions in source images. We employ a rule to pick out corresponding elements of these subregions in map matrix. 3) The approach of PEM is stated as follows:
  , ijis the coefficient orientation of subregions.
4) Choose a approprate measure maximum-based rule in term of the elements of map matrix.
The fusion rule is chosen by :
Assum (
are from source image A and B respectively and the REM is implemented as follows:
3)Use the selected-out   xKand k d y to reconstruct the fused image via inverse NSCT . 
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
The performance evaluation criteria of image fusion are still a hot topic in the research of image fusion, besides visual observation, mutual information(MI) [25] , and / AB F Q [26] are used as information-based objective criteria. The reason is that image fusion aims at combining information and these criteria do not require the information of ideal fused image. MI essentially computes how much information from source images is transferred to the fused image, whereas / AB F Q computes and measures the amount of edge information transferred from the source images to the fused images using a sobel edge detector.
To evaluate the performance of the proposed fusion algorithm, it is compared with GEB, REMR and SML_SFLCT image fusion algorithms. Objective criteria on MI and / AB F Q are listed in Table   1 . Table 1 proposed method is superior to others.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we first project proposed a novel scheme with joint NSCT and OCBT.This proposed MSD transform not only can represent the geometrical features such as edges and textures more sparsely but also capture and preserve the anisotropic edge information and detail direction textures of collected images effectively. In terms of these excellent properties,we apply it in fusing multifocus and medical images ,and employ the hybrid region and pixel energy features as the fused strategy.
In this way, we overcome the disadvantages of traditional region-based fusion methods in MSD domain and achieved a good image fusion performance.The simulation results indicated that the proposed method is visually superior to others in preserving details and textures in the fused images and also achieved the largest MI and
values.
